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The spatial structure and effects of secondary flows in ribbed ducts are investigated using
numerical data from Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) calculations. Ducts with
ribs placed at different angles to the mean flow are considered. The mean flow is assumed
to be fully developed; therefore, only a small portion of the duct is calculated, and periodic
boundary conditions are used in the streamwise direction. The computations are carried
out using turbulence models based on the concept of isotropic eddy viscosity. Hence,
only secondary flows (of the first kind) due to inviscid effects are predicted. Of particular
interest is the effect of the secondary flow on the heat-transfer rate through the walls. It
is demonstrated that, for ribs perpendicular to the flow, the secondary flow localizes the
heat-transfer rate and has a direct effect on the spatial distribution of Nusselt number,
N u, on the smooth side wall of the duct. However, the value of N u averaged over all the
walls is not significantly affected by the presence of the secondary-flow structures. For
ribs that are at an angle to the main flow, the presence of secondary flow influences both
the spatial distribution and the average value of N u.

1. Introduction
In order to increase the lifespan of the turbine blades in gas-turbine engines, which
are subjected to high heat loads, various cooling techniques have been employed. One
of the methodologies that have been used is to insert surface ribs, which act to promote
turbulence and thus enhance heat transfer in the internal cooling passages of the blades.
Thus, in order to improve design and produce more efficient engines, it is important that
the flow and heat transfer of the internal cooling passage can be accurately predicted
and understood. Using RANS methodology, Ooi, Iaccarino, Durbin & Behnia (2002)
showed that accurate heat-transfer values can be obtained at the center of the ribbed
walls, but the predictions get worse closer to the smooth side walls of the duct. It was
suggested in that paper that this could be due to the presence of secondary-flow structures
which might not have been properly predicted by simple eddy-viscosity closure schemes.
The main purpose of the work presented here is to reveal the features of the predicted
secondary-flow structure and to determine the role of these structures in the prediction
of heat transfer in ribbed ducts.
In ribbed ducts, fluid is forced upward on the upstream side of the rib (supposed here
to be on the floor of the duct) and downward downstream of the rib. This motion, caused
by pressure gradients, together with the no-slip boundary condition along the side walls
will generate a secondary circular motion with two cells rotating in opposite directions.
Experimental observations and measurements of these secondary-flow motions have been
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Figure 1. Outline of the computational domain. (a) shows a perspective view and (b) shows
the top view of the computational domain.

reported by Son, Kihm & Han (1998), Rau, Cakan, Moeller & Arts (1998), Ekkad & Han
(1997), Liou, Wu & Chang (1993) and Hirota, Yokosawa & Fujita (1992). The presence
of these secondary-flow structures in RANS calculations has also been reported by Jang,
Chen & Han (2001) and Prakash & Zerkle (1995).
‘Secondary’ flows allude to the currents that may arise in planes perpendicular to
the primary flow direction. These flow structures may be generated by various mechanisms. Among them are pressure gradients induced by the geometry of the flow configuration, and/or by the body force associated with an imposed rotation; streamwisealigned counter-rotating roll-cells associated with rotational or centrifugal instabilities;
and turbulence-generated secondary flows. In order to capture turbulence-generated secondary flows, nonlinear or second-moment closure models must be used (see e.g. Petterson
Reif & Andersson (2002)). In this study, linear eddy-viscosity models will be used, which
implies that effects of turbulence-generated secondary flows are excluded. This is not
a severe shortcoming per se since turbulence-generated secondary motions are significantly weaker than the secondary flows generated by pressure gradients. As a first step
towards a more complete description of the flow in rotating ribbed passages, the present
study focuses only on the non-rotating case with the ultimate objective of understanding
the impact of secondary-flow structures on the overall heat transfer and on the local
distribution of the Nusselt number N u.
We have chosen to calculate the flow and heat-transfer cases investigated by Rau,
Cakan, Moeller & Arts (1998). This experimental data set is unique in that heat-transfer
measurements were taken both on the ribbed floor and on the smooth side walls of the
duct. The data allow the effect of secondary flow on the heat-transfer distribution on all
walls to be investigated. One drawback of this data set is that only the case where the
ribs were placed at 90o to the mean flow was investigated. In order to investigate the
effects of ribs that are at an angle to the flow, the numerical predictions were validated
by the experimental data obtained by Iacovides, Kelemenis & Raisee (2003).

2. Mathematical preliminaries
In order to study the secondary-flow structures, one must first be able to detect the
vortical flow structures in the numerical results. Many vortex-detection methods have
been proposed in the literature, e.g. Jeong & Hussain (1995) and Chong, Perry & Cantwell
(1990). In this paper, the methodology proposed by Chong, Perry & Cantwell (1990) will
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be used. The vortical flow structures in the flow will be visualised by plotting isosurfaces
of the second invariant of the velocity-gradient tensor, Q, defined as
1
(2.1)
Q = − Aij Aji
2
1
= (Wij Wji − Sij Sji ) .
(2.2)
2
Aij is the local velocity-gradient tensor computed from the predicted mean-velocity field
of the RANS calculations. Sij and Wij are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of
Aij respectively. From (2.2), it is easily seen that Q measures the local strength of the
rotation relative to the strain field. Positive values of Q indicate regions of the flow
where rotation is dominant and negative values of Q identify regions of the flow that are
strain-dominated.
To identify regions of the flow where secondary flow is important, some quantity must
be used to measure the strength of the secondary flow. In this paper, the strength of the
secondary flow will be measured by S, defined to be
r

V 2 + W2
.
(2.3)
+ V 2 + W2
Here U is the velocity component in the direction of the main flow, and V and W are
the velocity components in the plane perpedicular to U . S provides a measure of the
strength of the fluid motion in the plane perpendicular to the mean flow, relative to
the total velocity of the fluid. Note that S is a positive quantity which has a maximum
possible value of 1 and a minimum value of 0.
S=

U2

3. Numerical model: assumptions and calculations
In all cases, the mean-flow field is assumed to be fully developed. Hence, only the
domain extending, for example, from the leading edge of one rib to the leading edge of
the next is considered. A commercial flow solver, FLUENT 6.0, is used in all calculations.
The flow is assumed to be incompressible and buoyancy effects are neglected.
An outline of the computational domain is shown in figure 1. X is the streamwise
direction, Y is in the vertical direction normal to the ribbed wall, and the ribs are at
an angle θ to the axis of the orthogonal coordinate Z. The angle θ measures the skew
of the rib relative to the main flow direction: θ = 0 when the flow is perpendicular to
the ribs. Walls on which the ribs are placed are called the “ribbed walls”. The “side
walls” are perpendicular to the “ribbed walls” and there are no ribs on these walls. The
heat transfer is similar on both “side walls” for θ = 0 but when θ 6= 0 the heat-transfer
distributions on the two “side walls” are different. In the following discussion, the part
of the “side wall” upstream of the rib will be termed the “upstream side wall” and the
term “downstream side wall” will be used to refer to the “side wall” downstream of the
rib.
Calculations were carried out at Re = 30, 000 with the ratio of pitch to rib height ratio,
p/e, set to 9. The ribs were placed on only one of the walls, Y = 0. Boundary conditions
of constant heat flux were implemented on all walls so that a direct comparison could be
made with the experimental data of Rau, Cakan, Moeller & Arts (1998).
Another experimental data set for the flow and heat transfer in ribbed ducts can
be found as case 7.3 of the 7th ERCOFTAC/IAHR Workshop. Data were obtained at
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Figure 2. Secondary flow pattern at various streamwise stations. Calculations carried out 1s,
p/e = 9, Re = 30, 000, P r = 0.7 with the Spalart-Allmaras model.

Re = 100, 000 with air as the working fluid. The experiments were carried out in a square
duct with the height of the ribs 10% of the width of the duct. The ribs were staggered on
both the top and the bottom walls. Only the ribbed walls were heated, and the smooth
side walls and the ribs themselves were insulated. In order to validate the numerical
models, one set of calculations was carried out with similar thermal boundary conditions, with molecular Prandtl number P r = 0.71. The results of this set of calculations
can be found in Ooi, Pettersson Reif, Iaccarino & Durbin (2000). In summary, it was
found that the velocity field is well predicted by all the turbulence models used, but the
predicted surface heat-transfer rate differs considerably between the models. More recently, Iacovides, Kelemenis & Raisee (2003) reported measurements of the velocity field
in square ducts with skewed ribs (θ = 45o ) at Re = 100, 000. Velocity fields obtained
from numerical prediction are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data. No
heat-transfer measurements on the side wall were reported.
As there is every likelihood that the secondary-flow structures would influence the
distribution of Nusselt number N u on the smooth side walls, further calculations were
carried out with constant heat flux on the side walls in order to investigate the effects of
the secondary flow on the distribution of N u.
In order to investigate the effects of secondary-flow structures, calculations were also
carried out in which the mean spanwise component of velocity, W , was set to zero at
the start of the solution iterative process. Note that the value of W at the end of the
iterative process is small, but finite (maximum about 10−5 ). This is of course numerical
error. This procedure eliminates all secondary-flow motion from the calculation, but still
ensures mass conservation and also satisfies both the U and V momentum equations.
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Figure 3. Secondary flow strength, S, at various streamwise stations. Calculations carried out
at Re = 30, 000, p/e = 9, P r = 0.71 with the S − A model.

The no-slip boundary conditions at all boundaries are also satisfied. In the discussion
below, this set of calculations will be termed “no-W ”.

4. Results and discussion
The secondary-flow structure for calculations carried out using the Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model at Re = 30, 000 with p/e = 9 is shown in figure 2. The streamlines
shown are computed from the in-plane velocity components, V and W , only. Data at
X/Dh = 0.15 and X/Dh = 0.45 (Dh is the hydraulic diameter) can be qualitatively
compared with the sketch in the paper by Rau, Cakan, Moeller & Arts (1998). Both
our predictions and the experimental data of Rau et al. show that on these two planes
there is a general trend of fluid moving away from the smooth side wall and toward
the symmetry plane. As only eddy-viscosity models are used in the calculation here,
turbulence-generated secondary flow is excluded. Hence, this secondary flow must be
generated by pressure gradients: this is Prandtl’s secondary flow of the first kind. At
X/Dh = 0.35 there is a general upward trend in the streamlines. This is due to the
adverse pressure gradient experienced by the fluid as it approaches the rib. Further
downstream, as fluid moves over the rib, a general downward movement is expected.
There is a small vortex formed at the corner where the side wall meets the bottom
wall. The corresponding secondary-flow strength, S, is shown in figure 3. It is clear that
secondary-flow effects are more prominent close to the tip of the rib on the Y /D h ≈ 0.1
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Figure 4. Isosurfaces of constant Q together with the spatial ditribution of N u on the side
wall of the duct. Data computed using the S − A turbulence model. Re = 30, 000, P r = 0.71.
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Figure 5. Skin friction lines on the side wall (a) and on the floor (b). Turbulent flow calculation
at Re = 30, 000 with ribs on one side (1s) and the Spalart-Allmaras model. Contours of N u are
also shown.

plane througout the computational domain. The secondary flow motion is stronger closer
to the ribs than away from the ribs.
These secondary-flow structures can be visualised with isosurfaces of Q as shown in
figure 4. As expected, spanwise structures are dominant at the center of the duct due
to the recirculation bubble upstream and downstream of the rib. Close to the corners of
the duct, streamwise structures are dominant. As will be shown later, these streamwise
structures localize the heat-transfer rate and are responsible for the spatial distribution
of N u on the smooth side wall as shown in figure 4. From this figure, it is also clear
that the spanwise flow structure is principally responsible for the spatial distribution of
N u on the bottom wall, and the streamwise flow structure is responsible for the spatial
distribution of N u on the side wall.
In order to understand the effects of the flow field on the heat-transfer distribution,
skin-friction lines are shown together with the spatial distribution of N u for the calcu-
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Figure 6. Isosurfaces of Q = 1. Calculations with θ = 45o , Re = 100, 000 and P r = 0.71 using
the k − ² model.
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Figure 7. Skin friction lines and contours of N u on the side walls of the duct. Calculations
with θ = 45o , Re = 100, 000 and P r = 0.71 using the k − ² model.

lation with p/e = 9 in figure 5. It is evident that flow impinges on the side wall just
downstream of the rib and accelerates over the rib. This flow mechanism brings in cold
fluid from the center of the duct, and this impinges on the side wall to create a region
with high values of N u. The spatial distribution of N u on the bottom wall is influenced
by the separation bubble, which is the counterpart of the spanwise vortical flow structure.
The skin-friction lines show that the region of high heat transfer upstream of the rib is
due to the impingement of cold fluid entrained from the center of the duct. Downstream
of the rib, there are regions where relatively low values of N u occur. This is due to the
movement of fluid away from the ribbed wall towards the center of the duct.
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Figure 8. Skin friction lines and contours of N u on the bottom wall of the duct. Calculations
with θ = 45o , Re = 100, 000 and P r = 0.71 using the k − ² model.
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Figure 9. Figure showing the average N u on the wall of the ducts. Staggered rib calculation
with Re = 100, 000 and computed using the k − ² turbulence model. This table shows the effects
of skewing the ribs on the average values of N u.

When the ribs are skewed, the structure of the flow field is changed dramatically.
Numerical results for this case have been obtained at Re = 100, 000 with both the twolayer k − ² and the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models. The flow structure for θ = 45 o is
shown in figure 6. It is evident that there is much more streamwise structure in the flow
field, even close to the center of the duct. This gives rise to different spatial distributions
of N u on both the smooth side walls and the ribbed walls of the duct.
The skin-friction lines and distribution of N u on the side walls are shown in Figs. 7.
On the upstream side wall, the distribution of heat-transfer rate is determined by the
acceleration of flow over the ribs. On the downstream side wall, high values of N u are
found in the regions where fluid impinges on the wall. On the wall between the two ribs,
the spatial distributions of N u and skin-friction lines are shown in figure 8. It can be
seen that the distribution of N u is similar to the case where the ribs are perpendicular
to the main flow.
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Figure 10. Figure showing the effects of secondary flow on the average N u on the walls of the
ducts. Staggered rib calculation with Re = 100, 000 and computed using the k − ² turbulence
model. This figure shows the effects of skewing the ribs on the average values of N u.

Effects of skew angle on the heat transfer averaged all walls are shown in figure 9. In
general, it can be seen that the heat transfer increases with θ. This is in agreement with
experimental observation in the industry. The effects of secondary flow structures can
be quantified by comparing the no-W calculations with data from the standard RANS
calculations. This is shown in figure 10. The secondary flow effects on N u ave are larger for
higher values of θ. For the θ = 0 case, the secondary flow has very little effect on the value
of N uave . This can be understood by looking at the value of skin friction (or turbulence
level) on the ribbed duct as compared to the value for a smooth duct. For higher values of
skew angle, θ, the differences in the computed value of N u between the standard and the
no-W calculations is increased. This is clear evidence that the secondary flow structures
that exist in the calculations for ducts with skewed ribs play an important role in the
generation of heat transfer.

5. Conclusions
For a duct with surface-mounted ribs perpendicular to the mean flow, the local spatial
distribution of Nusselt number N u on the side walls is greatly affected by the presence
of secondary flow structures. In agreement with the conclusions of Son, Kihm & Han
(1998), it has been demonstrated that there is great enhancement of local heat-transfer
rate due to flow impingement in the vicinity of the rib. Novel numerical experiments
have shown that the heat-transfer rate averaged over all walls of the duct is virtually
unaffected by the presence of the secondary flow structures. The average heat-transfer
rate is due to the enhancement of mixing caused by turbulent diffusion.
For ducts with skewed ribs, it has been shown that the presence of secondary flow
greatly increases the average heat-transfer rate. The importance of secondary flow is
greater for higher values of skew angle, θ. Hence, in order to accurately predict the N u
on all walls of the duct it is critical to capture all the important physics of the secondary
flow.
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